566	NOTES ON PERIOD IX	[1815-1867
The Protectionist Tories, under Derby and Disraeli, broke away from
Peel on this issue ; but when they were in office (1852) the benefits of the
policy were so apparent that they did not venture to reverse it (§ 292).
1853-65.—gladstone carried Peel's policy to its logical conclusion.
Especially in his famous Budgets of 1853 and 1860.   Two notable
examples of his work in this direction were the repeal of the Paper
Duties (" the taxes on knowledge ") and the Commercial Treaty with
France (1860), (§ 304).
No. 203.—MOTIVES OF BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND SARDINIA
IN THE CRIMEAN WAR.
britain.—Hostility to Russia, due to (a) growing apprehension lest
her expansion should upset the " Balance of Power " and enable her to
interfere with India ; (6) anger at the Czar's treatment of the Poles,
and at his support of Austria in crushing the Hungarians ; (c) weariness
of " the long, long canker of peace " (Tennyson's Maud, 1854).
france.—Napoleon III sought to strengthen himself by reviving
the military glory of France. He particularly wanted to avoid his
uncle's mistake of antagonising Britain, and he now had a chance of
making war with Britain as partner. Moreover, he had a personal
grudge against the Czar, who refused to treat him as an equal.
sardinia.—Cavour wanted to take part in the Peace Conference
after the war, so as to gain the support of a Great Power for his pro-
jected attempt to create a Kingdom of Italy under his master, King
Victor Emmanuel of Sardinia.
No. 204.—EVENTS LEADING TO THE CRIMEAN WAR.
July 1853,	Russian troops occupy Danubian Principalities.
Vienna Note (mediation of Powers) accepted by
Czar, rejected by Sultan.
October 1853.        French and British fleets pass Dardanelles " to
protect Constantinople."
Turkey declares war on Russia.
November 1853.    Turkish fleet destroyed at Sinope.
January 1854.        French and British fleets enter Black Sea.
February 1854.      French and British Governments demand evacua-
tion of Principalities.
March 1854.	Britain and France declare war on Russia.
April 1854.	Britain and France make a Treaty of Alliance.
No. 205.—DID BRITAIN "DRIFT" INTO THE CRIMEAN
WAR?
Division of the Aberdeen Coalition Cabinet: Aberdeen and Gladstone
for the Czar ; Palmerston and Russell for the Sultan.
If the Czar had known that Britain would come in against him, he
would have backed down, but he counted on Aberdeen and Gladstone.

